Special Feature

Garnswllt WwTW
combined sewer overflows & waste water treatment works
Integrated Catchment Solution

Case Study

arnswllt WwTW is located on the outskirts of Garnswllt village near Ammanford, West Wales. The works
serves a large rural catchment with an equivalent population of 30,500. The original works was constructed
in 1963 and underwent a major extension in 1996 to add inlet screens, grit separation, two aeration
channels, a final settlement tank, an effluent flow measurement channel and the replacement of the existing
rectangular storm tank with two new circular tanks.
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Garnswllt: Centrifuge Building

The works is a conventional activated sludge plant with storm
storage. The effluent and storm spills from the works discharge via
a common outfall to the River Lougher (RE1 River) approximately
one kilometre downstream of the confluence with the River
Amman.
CSO improvements
Garnswllt WwTW is located in a catchment in which both Meica
Process and Morrison Construction are delivering parts of
DCWW’s investment programme Part of Morrison Construction’s
programme is the improvement of 45 unsatisfactory CSOs in the
Amman Valley. MEICA Process is delivering a quality sludge and
capital maintenance scheme in the area.

Garnswllt WwTW is one of a number of schemes in AMP3 which
has more than one type of driver, with both sludge work and CSO
work required.
At early feasibility it was identified that improvements to the
treatment facilities could produce the storage requirements for the
CSO in the catchment and therefore produce cost savings,
therefore MEICA Process and Morrison Construction collaborated
to arrive at the optimum solution for the whole catchment, which
was to increase the treatment capacity of the works.
The close working relationship also included the works operator
United Utilities in order to develop a commissioning plan that
ensured that the consents were maintained throughout the period
of construction.
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